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SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT

Syllabus of Terminal Objecti

1.0 Orientation
2.0

Safety

3.0

Human Relation

4.0

Island Sales

5.0

Daily Sales Records

6.0

Hand Tools and Measurements

7.0

Parts and Service Manu

8.0

Lubrication Service

9.0

Motor Oil

10.0

Filters

11.0

Tires and Tire Service

12.0 Wheels and Wheel Balance
13.0

Basi,- Zlectricity

14.0

Engine Theory and De

15.0 TuneUp Electrical
16.0

Carburetion

17.0

Cooling Sy tems

18.0 Exhaust
19.0

Brakes

20.0

Suspension ana Shock Absorbers

21.0

Vehicle Appearance

22.0

Station Housekeeping

23.0

Merchandising

24.0

Air Conditioning

6
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SKILL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Student
Assi nment

Grad

a

7

8910
-._

Points

FoUow Instructions
Safety
e

-

icationn

ea' n

Use of Time
Ini iative

Nee ness
Use of Tools
----,

pmen

Use o

Use of

Material

Accuracy

TOTAL

Instructions:

To convert raw score to grade multiply points by 10 and divide
by number of areas student is scored.

CUPPICUIIT

o f the students will qualirv
Upon comoletion of this :rogram,
in one or more of three skill levels Yith a proficiency or 7q1,.
(measures attached)
1.
2.
3.

Island sales and sPrvice
9ay mechanic
station management

Levels to be determined by testin g vehicle compiled by instructor
and craft committee:

Although most students can achieve a measure
more of the skill levels, certain proreques

success in one or
are necessary.

Have history of regular attendance
Pass instructor devised test to evaluate math and
reading comprehension
Agreement of student and parents to obtain necessa
clothing and supplies
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IC3 STATION ATTENDANT

-TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO.
1.0_

MITATInN

Courae ObjeAi-e, Class and Shop
The student will demonstrate familiarity with:
ocedures, and-Career OoPortunities in the Oil and Atomoti7e Ser.-ice Industry,
as evidemled by anowera to written ,riterion queotion3 with a roficiency of 80%.

NO.

1.1

INTERM1DLATE
PERYTMCCNCE OBJECTIVES
The student will demonstrate
knbwledrT and understanding
of course obje,tivec by
identifying two or more
1e7e1s in which he may
Qualify.

The student udll demonstrqte
kno'jledge of course benefit,

by seleAing correctly
fie of the seven listed.

1.1

cRrrERION MEASURES

1.0
1-1

Test attached
Fill blanks with the job 1e7els tau-_
A.
in this course.
1.

Des.'ribe briefly the qualifications of
the ones you have named

SeleA and =ircle the number before each
of the following benefits that apply to
this course.
All class work
1.
0.
Learn by doing
Preparation for a job
Job ;lacement ser7ice
4.
Plenty of home work
5.
6.
Go to lunch early
Always wear dress cloth-7=
In the space Provided, list 5 oil
companies opel-ating in this area.

The student will demonstrate
his recognition of career
opportunities and job le-els
possible for him to reach

1.

by correctly answering 7.170

giYen written ouestions

9

COURSE

- STATION ATTENDANT

MIMINAL PERFORMANCE
'OBJEcTrim No._1,7)

(coned)

ORITITTATION

INTERMEDIATE

FERPORMCE OEJ

TIVES

CRITERION MEASURES
In the fol1owin7 Ppa--el, list at leq3t
7 job le-el you may rea'h.

C.

?rom the followi/v: list, bele.:t and

-ircle the number before the cualitiez
that are essential to a 7,00d 3ervice
3tation salesman.
1.
Good looks
7.

Neat aboearane

3. -Like People
4.
Be married
5.
Mechanical aptitude
Dependability
HOneat
7.
Alert
1, 4

The student will indicate
understanding of -ouroe
evaluation by sele:ting
all of the areas in which
he will be E:raded,

1

.!

Sele.t and lirle the number before ea-2h
ares below of areao in which you uill be
7raded.
1.

2.

Dependability
Handwriting
Trade laiowledge

Soelling
Peroonal appearame
Work habits
8.
9.
10.

10

Attitude
Attendan-e
Trade skill
Speed

TPO 1.0 - SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT

ORIENTATION

ihat levels of employment do you feel that you as an individual
will be qualified upon your completion of this course.
A.

2.

In your opinion, what are the three
for a good Service Station Salesman'

most essential qualities,

A.
B.
C._

At this point do you feel that you would like to enter this field
of work? Explain briefly bihy,or why not.

4.

Which of the areas that you will be graded in seem to you the
most important?

5.

Are you aware of the importa-ce of good attendance?
List at least five (5) other grading areas that will be effected
by poor attendance.
A.
B.
C.
D.

E.

COURSE

SERVICE STATION

rIMID

TH1NAL PERFORMANCE
-OBJECTIVE NO.

SAFETY

Upon completion of instructions, demonstrations and discussion, 9
of the studentb will indicate.their knowledge of service station safety
practices by correctly answering an instructor devised criterion test.

INTERMEDIATE
ORMANCE

2.2

JECTIV

ITERION

NO.

2.0

Test attached.

The student will list at
least 5 hazardous jobs that
must be performed by station
employees.

2.1

List 5 jobs that must be performed by station
employee that are hazardous.

Students will indicate know
ledge of good housekeeping
procedures by solving 75
of a list of hazards.

.2

The student will indicate
his knowledge of legal
regulations relating to
health and hazardous working
conditions by listing at
least three agencies cha-Iged
with enforcement.

2.3

1.

Briefly explain how the following hazards may
be eliminated.
1.
slips and falls
2.
eye injury
spontaneous combu tion
3=
4.
back injury
5.
skin damage
List three government agencies who inspect shop
safety practices and equipment.
1.
2:

12

TPO 2.0

SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT

SAFETY

What is meant by the phrase "necessary hazard".

Which of the following best describes good service station housekeeping.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

clean and neat
disposal cans for waste
a place for everything
everthing in place
all of these

Answer the following true or false.

d.
e.

Spilled grease or oil should be removed from the floor after
each shop session.
Greasy raga should be kept in a box ready for la
The first step in safety practices is to recognize _the haz
Stations are required by law to operate a safe shop.
Back injuries are usually the result of falls.

In the apace provided list the type of extinguisher to be used on
the following types of fire.
a.
b.
.c.

d.

electrical
fabric
gasoline
wood

COURSE

SVICE STATION ATTENDArIT

AL,PERFORMANCE
T

_

HUNAN RELATIONS

Upon com.pletion of instru-:.ions and clas.,room discusTion 905 of the students
will demonstrate, with a 755 or better oroficiency le-el, knowledge of benefits
resulting from good student to student and emoloyee-employer relations by
answering written criterion ouestions.

TE
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

The student will, with 75%
accuracy, answer questions
of student organizations
iVailable.

NO.

CRITERION HMASURES

3.0

See attanhed test.

3.1

Fill in blanks to make a true statement of the
following:
1.

VICA is a club designed especially for

2.

and
students.
The letters VICA means:

3.

4.
5.

Any
or
student may be a member of VICA.
The cost to become a member of VICA is
List 3 benefits derived from VICA membership.
1.
2.
3.

The student will demonstrate
knowledge of a successful
job interview by identifying
with 75% accuracy necessary
re
ements from a given-

2

list.

Select and underline those state ents desirable
for a succeSsful job interview.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Be on time for interview
Be tired and cross
Be as vaque as possible
Lead the conversation

5.

Be clean'andneat

6.
7.
8.
9.

Be sleepy and relaxed
Answer questions specifically
Leave when interview is over
Flatter the boss
Carry nothing in your pockets

10.

14

COURSE

SERVIGE_STATION ATTENDANT

PERFORMANCE
E

HUMAN RELATION

'd)

NO.

e students will with 75%
accuracy demonstrate know
ledge of methods in which
an employee may assist
employer in good public
relations by answering
truefalse questions.

3.3

CRITjIONMEASURS
Answer True or False on the following statemen s
as they relate to good public relations.
1.

----2.
3.

4ii

5.
6.
7.
S.
9.

10.

Dress as you please
Be courteous to customers
Leave work early
Win all argUments
Take inventory everyday
Be loyal to employer
Recommend needed items
Do sloppy work
Clean out stock room
Polish customer's car

Given a random employment
application, student will
correctly complete form
with SO% proficiency.
(Sample included)

3.4

Fill out all spaces in the employment
application as they apply to you.

The student will demonstrate
knowledge of good telephone
manners by identifying with
80% accuracy poor techniques
as given on a tape re-cording

3.5

The assigned tape recording. has 10 poor
telephone techniques demonstrated. Listen
and identify each.

15

TPO 3.0

SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT'

HUMAN RELATIONS

Fill out emplo
2.

ent application, filling each sna-:e as it applies to you.

Hold interview (the instructor will act as a ?rospective employer ) for
employment at a service station.
Given all information, qualifications
and reference you as a student may have.
List fil'e (5) means of usefulness for an idle employee to his employer.

4.

What,
your opinion, is the greatest asset an employee can give
his emt oyer?

b.

Explain briefly why this choipe.

COURS,E'r_1(.M.0_31,11DANT

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
4.0
koBJECTIVE NO.

ISLAND SPILESMAMSHIP

Upon completion of this unit, student will demonstrate knowledge and application
of students achieving
or
of effective sales techniques as evidenced by 9
more of the questions in a written examination.
.

CRITERION MY-ASURE

Test attached.

4.1

A ter instruction and class
discussion on a systematic
routine inspection Procedur
student will respond orally
and in writing with a proficiency rating of at least
75%4 on checks and services
to be performed at each
inspection point.

A.

Place stop number in space provided in
the following sketch.

Ve

B.

checks
List three
performed at each stop.
Stop #1_

Stop #2

Stop #3

(e

COURSE

KINAL PERFORKANCE
ECTIVE NO.
4 0

It

S- VI

TATI N ATTENDMIT

to

ISLA= SALE MANSFap

!ORMANCE 0 _EcTIVES

CRITERION

Stop #4

Stop #5

C.

List one item that is a possible sale
at each stop.

#4
#5

Using the vehicle assigned to you,
service and inspect as outlined in
island service procedure. Report,
orally to instructor any services
needed.
4.2

The student will demonstrate
knowledge of good personal
appearance, by responding
accurately to 80% of list
of appearance factors.

4.2

From the following list of appearance factors,
sele-t and underline those that are desirable
in an island salesman.
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

18

Clean shave
Wear uniform
Chew tobacco
No shop rags in pockets
Be friendly to customers
Very short hair
move quickly
Sit on car while gas is pumped
Prop feet on vehicle bumper
Carry pen or pencil

COURSE SERV'
TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO.
14.0_

_0.
4

STATION ATTEND

T

coned)

SHIP

TE

PE

CEO

ECTIVES

Given necessary forms and
emioment, student will
demonstrate knowledge and
Proledures of credit card
and sales slips, by his
completing forms with a
proficiency rate of 75%
or better.

CRITERION NEASURS
4

A. Using -redit card form and Imprinter, Complete
the form using your own name and car for
the following sale.

10 gallons of gas
2 quarts of oil
1 fan belt

0

.59

0 1.10
3.10

Using your own name and car complete sales
slip of the following sale.
1
1

G78 X 15 tire
Valve Stem
Balance one wheel

-

42.50
1.50
2.50
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TPO 4.0

SERVICE STATION ATTEND

ISLAND SALESMANSHIP

ln the space provided, indica e at what stop each of the following check or
-service will be performed.

Oil level
-----Tail light lense

rear

--Might wiper blade

As for additional al
::::=Thank customer
Clean right windshield

:

Start gas pump
off tank

In the space provided list, in order of their importance, five
appearance factors covered and discussed in class.

List below the two (2

go

forms an island salesman must be able to complete.

1.

21
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TPO 5.

SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT

MA= RECORDS

Using handout "Daily Sales Record" with previous inventories and prices,
complete sheet by using information sheet of today's sales.

22
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.TERMINAL PERFORMkNCE
6.0

,13BJECTIVE NO.

Upon completion of instru2tion, demonstrations and class dismssion, 905 of
the students will demonstrate knowledge of tool identification, selection and
care with a proficiemy lev.el of 755 or higher, on an instructor prepared test.

LATE
CE OBJECTIVES
attached.

6.0
6.1

Given a sket2h of common
hand tools, student will
correctly identify by
name ao of those shown.

6.1

In space provided, identify by number all
tools shown on hand out sheet.
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9._

10.

2

Shown five (5) open end
wrenches, 90% of the student
Will correctly identify
tool size plus or minus 1/16

6.2

In space provided ident.ify size of tool in
the order they are shown.

3.

4.
5

The student will demonstrate
his knowledge of screwdrivers by listing from
memory three types most
commonly used by Automotive
Mechanics.

6.3

In space providel list three (3) of the most
commonly used V7 an Automotive Mechanic.

s-

COURSESERVICE STATION ATTENDANT
TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
_OBJECTIVE NO. 6.0

(coned)

HAND

TE
P

6.4

0 __CE OBJECTIVES

N0.

e student will demonstrate 6.4
s knowledge of tool care,
by correct response to 75
of truefalse questions.

CRIT-

0

Answer the following True or False.

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

A greasy tool is dangerous.
An orderly arranged tool box
is too time consuming.
Tools should only be cleaned
when they are not going to be
used for a few days.
Screwdrivers may be used
instead of a chisel.

Socket drivers make a suit
able drift punch.
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TPO 6.0 - SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT
HAND TOOLS

Draw a sketch of:
a.
b.
0.

2.

Open end wrench
Box socket wrench
Combination end wrench

There are six (6) basic type of sockets.
In the spaces provided list
at least four (4) type not ize commonly used by Automotive Mechanics.

C.
d.

Describe briefly how a screwdriver with a chipped blade may be
successfully reshaped for u9efulness.

Plies that are designed to cut and bend cotter key are called what?

5.

Im Space provided, list fixe (5) benefits resulting from clean
tools in an orderly tool box.
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COURSE

SaRVICE STATION ATTENDANT

NAL P ERIORILA NcE

OBJECTWE NO.

I. 0

E mAnuALs

Student will demonstrate knowledge and sUll in the use of ._arts, specification
and service ManUals, by 90% of student,s obtaining a proficiancy level of 75%
On inStructor-constructed test.

IWrERMED LATE

PERFOKMANCE OBJECTIVES

_NO.
7

CRITERION MEASURES

0

See attached teat.

Given random specification
7.1
manual, student will locate
and record specified data
for a given make and model
auto at least 9
Proficient.

Using 1974 "Lubrication and Specification"
guide, locate and record in space provided
the following information on a 1970 mercury
390 CID 2 venturi.
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

Given random Parts manual,
student will locate and
record parts numbers for
specific parts with a
nroficiency level of at

7.2
.

Crankcase capacity
FUel tank capacity
Cooling system capacity
Oil change intervals
Lubrication intervals
Ignition Point dwell
Ignition time setting
Idle speed R.P.M.
Choke setting
Spark plug gap

Using 1974 "Imbrication and Specification"
guide, locate and record parts numbers for
the following parts.
1.

=----

2.
3.

4.
5.

30

Fan belt number
(-1970 mercury-390-CID-with-air-conditionin
Radiator cap number
(1970 chevrolet 350 CI) 2-V with A/C)
opark plug number
1967 Mustang 289 CID 2
Oil filter number
(1970 Plymouth
Air fflter humber
1970 Dodge 383 CID 4-VY

TPO 7.0 - SERVICE STATION ATTENANT
PARTS AND SMIVICE MANUALS

Certain information is neessary to determine correct specifications and
parts number. In the space provided list the information necessary for
the following:
1.

S,ark Plug-

2

Fan Belt -

Carbure o

Ignition Poin

5.

Radiator Cap -

COURSE

SERVICE STATION ATrElla

INAL PERFORMANCE
8.0
BIECTIVE NO.

TT

LUBRICATION SERVICE

Upon completion of instruction, class discussion and adeauate shop
application, 90% of students will demonstrate knowledge and skill
in lubrication service with a proficiency rating of 75% on an instructor
devised test.

INTEMEDIATE
ITERION MEASURES_

ERZOBEANCE _OBJECTIVES

Studentmill demonstrate
knowledge of lubricants
by identifying appropriate
lubricant for a spelified
friction area at a proficiency level of 80;11or aba

8.0

See atta2hed test.

8.1

Match the correct lubricant in column "B"
with area to be lubricated in column "A".
A

1.
2.
3.
4.

ball joints
hood hinges
lock cylinders
differential
door latchs
5.
6.
wheel bearing
7
standard transmission
8.
9.

10.

Given a lubrication guide
and specific vehicle,
student will locate all
-1Ubrication points as
_directed in guide specifica-1
tions.
Given a specific vehicle
student will identify and
demonstrate lubrication
equipment necessary to
8ervice vehicle, as
determined by instructors
evaluation sheet.

a. chassis grease
b.
door ease
c.
graphite
d.
motor oil
e.
gear oil
f.
bearing grease

A/Transmission
P/Steering
universal joints

Locate and clean all grease filters on 1970
Mustang, demonstrate your findings to instructor
using guide as check sheet.

Select and demonstrrte lubrication tools and
eauipment necessary to lubricate chassis and
body of 1972 Plymouth.
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COURSE

SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT

MAL PERFORMAIICE

2IVE

P

cont'd

0

CATION SERVI

IATE
CE 0_ ECTIVES

CRITERION MEASLFRES

Given a front wheel bearing
student will express know
ledge of bearing lubrication
by demonstrating procedure
or packing.
8.5

Student will demonstrate
knowledge of vehicle service
records, by completing
random door jam stickers.

Remove right front wheel bearing and repack
bearing following procedures outlined in
instructors demonstration.

5

Complete hand out door jam stic_
the following information.
1.
2.
3.
4.

date
mileage
services performed
grade of material

_

shot ng

TPO a.0

SERVIC3 STATION ATTENDANT

LUBRICATION SERVI,z. EVALUATION SHEET*

1.

aafety
Student observed all measures
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

h.
2.

spotting of ehicle on hoist
lifting vhicle
safety locks usage
eye protection
compressed air usage
lowering vehicle
clearing hoist from ve
removal of vehicle

cle

Materials
Student- correct usage of materials
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

chassis greasa___
bearing grease
oenetrating oil
motor oil
transmission fluids

,

rranhite
gear oil

h.

door eaaa

EaLuioment

Student utilizatIon of necessary equipment

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

pres
sauirt guns
oil pumps
spray guns
sir guns

*Observation and utilization is criterion for grading3 efficiency is not
to be a factor.
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TPO 8.0

SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT

LUBRICATION SERVICE

On assied vehicle ser7ice as Indicated below:

1.

Plae vehicle on hoist

2.

lubricate ::hassis

3.

lubricate body

4.

complete necessary record forms

5

remove vehicle and relocate on parkin

lot

COU

J-

:-:1121MINAL, PERFORHANCE

MOTOR 0II

OBJECTIVE NO.

Student will recognize differences in motor oil grades and their
application, and demonstrate knowledge by 90% of students scoring
75% or better on teacher constructed test.

TNTMED TATE
PERIORMANCE OJECTIVES

Student will indiate knowledge of viscosity and how
it is determined by selecting terms that apply to
viscosity as evidenced by
80% correct selection.

NO.

CRITERION MEASURES

9.0

See attached test.

9.1

Prom the following list, select and underline
any word or ohrase concerning viscosity.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

Student will demonstrate
his knowledge in recognizi
a quality motor oil by
listing functions a good
motor oil must perform.

9.2

A.

thick
wide
thin
deep
saybolt meter
flowahility
multi-grade
IOW
SAE
embossed

There are five fimctions a quality motor
oil must perform. In space provided list
each.
1.

2.
4.
5.

Student will demonstrate
knowledge of American
Petroleum Industries
classification of motor
oils, by recognizing can
markings and their meaning.

9.3

The following letters are classifications
of API in the space provided complete what
these letters mean.
1.
2.

M. L.
M. M.

3.

M.

_

COURSE_amzicamaz
TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 9.0

NO.

9.4

krrENDAIL

_(coned)

NT1IL LATE
PER1GBNA10E OBJECTIVES
Given necessary vehicle
and geographic data, student
will recommend correct motor
oil grade and viscosity.

ROIL

N-

CRITERION Ml SURES

9.4

What motor oil should be recommended for
a 1974 390 CID Ford driven locally by
an elder man, averaging 12,000 miles
yearly. Fill in the following ratings.
SAE

37

TP0 9.0

SERVICE STATION ATTEN_A/T

MOTOR OIL

1.

Observing the given can of motor oil, respond to the followang.
a.

List and define A.P.I. specifications:

b.

List and define S.A.E. specifications:

c.

G..

Ample of rehicle for which this motor oil could be
ret:_mended.

explain Why a plain mineral oil is not recommended for
today's high performance engines. There are at least two major
reasons you must recognize.
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EsEaw

TIOLATTENDANT

-:-TERHINAI. PERFORMANCE
OBjECTra NO .

FIL

The service station attendant students will show their recognition of the nJed
for filters, application and service by 90% of the students achieving a score
of 75% or better on a written criterion examination

INTERMEDIATE
PEE-FORMANCE OBJECTIVES

CRITERION MEASUEX
10.0

10.1

Student will demonstrate
10.1
his understanding for the
need for filters, and areas
of filter need, by correctly
responding at an S
proficiency rate to a
true-false quiz.

See attached test.
1.
2.
3

4.

5.

6.
7.
S.
9.

10.

Student will demonstrate
knowledge and skill in
identification of correct
filter application by
location proper vehicle
filter from parts catalog
with 1
proficiency.

I- 2

Fuel filters enrich the fuel.
Fuel systems never have more
than one filter.
Filters are always made from
paper.
In-line fUel filters are
usually designed to remove
water.
A dirty air filter can cause
excessive fuel consumption.
Elimination of the air filter
will shorten engine life.
Oil filters will remove the
additives from motor oil.
The most effective oil filter
is a "full-flown type.
Life of an oil filter should
be measured in time as well
as mileage.
The same oil filter may fit
on more than one make of
vehicle.
7WiiiWscm

mm
I=liFo

Using shell accessory catalog locate and list
correct parts number for the following.
a.
Oil Filter

(1970 MercurY 390 myb.

Oil Filter

c.

Oil Filter-

e.

(1972 Plymouth ftr fI 318 CIDT
Air Filter
(1970 Pontiac 3O CID, 2-V
Air Filter
(1968 Dodge Dart 240
Fuel Filter
(1969 Mustang 551 CID 4-V7

(1967 Chev-4751)

COURSE

P

ORMANCE
10.0

TE
OE

103

SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT

FILTERS

(cont'd)

TIVES

Student will demonstrate
knowledge and skill in
filter service by installin
random filters following
nrescribed procedures with

NO

CRIT

10.3

In3tall oil filter and air filter on specific
vehicle following nrocedures in tool use
and safety.

l00%roficiency.

40

ION

PO 10.0 - SERVICE STATION P

'DANT

-FILTERS

On aszincd vehicle oerform the folloing:
Determine

2.

orrect oil filter, and install on -chicle.

Determine correct air filter and install on

Dete

hicle.

e :orret gas filter and install on vehicle.

A
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VICE STATION ATTEND

_CE

'ECTIVE,NO
_

TI

11 9 0

TIRE SERVICE

9

Service Station Attendant students will demonstrate knowledge and skill
ire construction, application and service why 90% of the students responding
ctly to written and performance test prepared by the instructor.

CRITERION MEASURES
See attached test.

The student will indicate
understanding of tire .
construction by explanation
ef types in writing and
drawing, with a proficiency
level of 75%.

Drew a sketch to illustrate the following
tire construction.

A.

a.

b.
C.

d.

4 ply bias const ction
belted bias construction
radial construction
belted radial construction

In the above sketches indicate and name
parts of tires as the following example.

B.

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Given a specific vehicle
and tire application chart,
the student will determine
recommended tire size with
1
accuracy.

Using the assigned vehicle and handout
application manual, list in the space provided
the factory recommended tire size and the
optional size.
factory recommended size
optional size
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COURSE

CE STATION An ENDANT

-

OBMANCE
L.O

cont d)

IXTE
,BEBBOKMANCE OBJECTIVES

TIRE AND TIRE SERVICE

No

er shop demonstration and 11.3
cussion, student will make
;given tire repairs with 75%
.proficiency.

S udent will demonstrate
-omprehension of abnormal
ire wear by recognizing
3 cause at a proficiency
level of at least 75%as
given in a written examina-

1.4

CRITERION MEASURES

On assigned tubeless tire and wheel perform
the following.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

locate and mark air leak
breakdown and inspect tire
clean and ,orepare leak spot
apply cement and patch
reinstall tire on wheel and leak test

In the following statements select from
the multi-choice words, the word or phrase
that is most true to the statement.
1.

Even tire wear on the outside tread
beads only will most likely be caused
by:

tion.

a.
b.
c.
d.

2.

over inflation
under inflation
alignment condition
poor shocks

Excessive tread wear that is confin d
to the center tread is most likely
the result of:
a.
b.

d.

over inflation
under inflation
alignment condition
poor shocks

Uneven or ',lobbed', wear pattern is most
likely a result of:
a.

b.
c.
d.

over inflation
under inflation
alignment condition
poor shocks

A tire with excessive uneven wear on only

one side of the tread Would most
be the result of:
a.

b.
c.
d.

over inflation
under inflation
alignment condition
poor shocks

likely

TPO 11.0 - SERVICE' STATION ATTENDANT
-TIFF,S AND TINE SERVICE

In the space provided list the three basic parts that make up the
camas of a tire.

Nhan compared, there is one ma or difference in bias and radial
tire construction,in the space below state this difference.

the assigned vehicle and using tire specification char date

tire size needed
optional tires possiSle

On assigAed tire and wheel perform the following:

b.

renair air leak
Perform and record results of radial run-out test
perform and record results of latral run-out test

44

- COURSE

SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT

WHEEL BALANCE
fi

pn completion of classroom instruction, shop demonstration and sufficient
practice, student will demonstrate knowledge and skill in wheel construction
d'service as evidenced by 90% of students scoring 75% or above on written
perfcwmance test devised by instructor.

CRITERION MEASURES

Io

e_student-will demonstrate
owledge of wheel construe_ion by drawing cross sectio
ate of automotive wheel and
'identifying each part or

12.0

Test attached

12.1

Make a cross section drawing of a typical
automobile wheel.
Identify each part of
wheel using arrows to direct attention.

12.2

Inspect assigned wheel and perform the following.
a.
Locate damage
b. List 2 ma or problems that will be a result
of this condition if wheel were in use on
vehicle.

_

damaged wheel, the
will inspect wheel,

XdcateAand describe operatim
problems that will be a reaultdf damage. Proficiency
-aeVel-will exceed 75%.

it

will demonstr te
g of the need
or balancing by recognition
factors contributing to
t -of-balance, by correct
onse to multi-choice
z at 75 proficiency.

1.
2.

12.3

Answer the folio
electing the
multi-choice and underline only one.
1.

The term "dynamic" means:
a.
motion
b.
at rest
c.
fast
d.
slow
The term "static" means:
a.
motion
b.
at rest
c.
fast
d.
slow
Lack of dynamic balance Will cause a
wheel to:
a.
turn backward
b.
bounce
c.
turn forward
d.
wobble

COURSE

TIM NO.

8

VICE STATION ATIENDANT

WFIEELS AND wrizaa, BALANCE

_ontld)

_jr7TENNEDIATE

CE OBJECTIVES

.4

The student will demonstrate
his knowledge of various
types of wheel balancers by
recognizing balancing
procedure for each of three
types with a proficiency
level of 8 .

o.

CRITERION MEASURES

12.3.

4.

Lack of static balance will cause a wheel to:
a.
turn forward
b.
wobble
c.
turn backward
d.
bounce
An out-of-balance vibration is usually
the result of:
a.
low speed
b.
rounding a curve
c.
applying brakes
d.
higher speeds

12.4

A.

In the blanks provided, name the type of
balancer the statement is referring to.
1.
The balancer that has a counter
balancer attached to the wheel is a
balancer.
2.

NTIG-5717;P-TIA is used by placing

the wheel assembly on an up-right pivot
rod is called a
balancer.
3. A magnetic pick-up is used to measure
amount of out-of-balance. This balancer
is
Answer the following True or False.
1.
If a wheel is balanced while on the
vehicle it has been spinned balanced.
2.

RiTiiiirTi-Slan balancing can be accomplished

using only two weights.

Bubble balancing requires the use of
only two wheel weights.

Never remove oldwheel weights until
wheel has been rebalanced.
When balancing wheel on vehicle, wheel
should never be raised less than two
incheswhilespinning.

46

12.0 - SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT

1.

On assigned vehicle, balance right front wheel using hunter
balance, and following procedures out-line instructions. Tire
must be balanced to plus or minus one-half ounce.

Remove left front wheel and bubble balance following presc
procedure accurate to plus or minus one-half ounce.

Using electronic balance, balance right rear wheel following
prescribed procedure, accurate to plus or minus one-half ounce.

Describe briefly the difference in the rotating action of dynamic
out-of-balance as opposed to static out-of-balance.

lain briefly why it is desirable to split the total static wa i
when balancing with all types of balancers.
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co

smigoE iSTATION

ATTENDANT

BASIC AUTOMDTIVE ELECTRICITY

on completion of instructions, 9
of the students will demonstrate
knowledge of direct current, circuits and energy storage by responding
correctly to 75 of the questions on a criterion test devised by the
instructor.

-INTFAMEDIATE
CRITERION WASURES

-PMFORMANCE OBJECTIVES_
13.0

The student will demonstrate 13.1
understanding of direct
current with a proficiency
of 75% by recognizing
differences between alternating and direct current.

Test attached.
A.

List 3 uses of direct current in the
automotive electrical system.
1.
2.
3.

B.

List 3 uses of alternating current.
1.
2.
3.

Given a list of materials
-the student will demonstrate
knowledge of battery
construction by correctly
identifying parts of a
typical wet storage battery
with a proficiency level of
75%.

2

C.

In the following space draw a circuit
illustrating direct current.

D.

In the following space draw a circuit
illustrating alternating current.

E.

What is the most important reason why the
automotive electrical system uses direct
current instead of alternating current?

A.

In the following list of words and phrases
select and underline those that are used in
the cOnstruction of an automobile battery.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

g.

48

copper
lead
lead oxide
fiber glass
wood
cotton fibers
paper

STATION ATTENDANT

PERFOINANCE
13.0

WE NO.

coned)

BASIC AflOMOTIVE ELECTRIC

INTERMIATE
CE OBJECTIVES

NO.
-13.2

CRITERION MEASURES
B.

Select and underline the parts that make
up the battery from the following list.
pump
float
cell
solenoid
terminal
switch
seperators
plates
box
can
lever
pedal.

1

The students understanding
of battery operation will
be demonstrated by correct

13

response to TrueFalse
test by scoring 75%.

.4

Given statements and
13.4
multichoice words, student
understanding of basic
circuits win be demonstratec
by Identifying discriptive
words with 75 proficiency.

Answer the following statements True or False.
1.
A battery stores electricity.
2.
The automotive battery produces
electricity by a chemical process.
3.
The fluid used in the battery is
properly called electrolite.
The battery fluid is a mixture
4.
of sulphuxic acid and water.
Recharging the automotive battery
5.
is accomplished by reversing the
chemical action.

Select and underline the multichoice word
that will make a true statement from the following.
1.
No electrical current will flow, unless
a circuit is
a. _broken
b.
completed
C.
open
d.
dead
2.
Resistance in a circuit is correctly
measured in
a.
watts
b.
c.

d.

49

amps
volts
ohms

COURSE

;IP

P

CE
0

5WICE STATION

ATTENDANT

(coned)

BASIC AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRICITY

IATE
CE OBJECTIVES

CRITERION MEASURES

13.4 3.

4.

In an electrical circuit, the e1e'trcity
travels through a
a.
rubber hose
b.
conductor
c.
insulator
d.
carburetor
To protect a circuit from over load damage
a

is used.
solenoid
b.
switch
C.
fuse
d.
resistor
The means of wire identificat on designed and
used in the automotive circuits is
a.
material
b.
color
c.
size
d.
length
all

50

13.0

SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT

IC AUT-OICTIVE ELECIMICITr

Using engine electrca1 circui s handout comple e the following
assignment.

Connect with the correct colored line all the componen
a.
b.
c.

he:

cranking system
charging system
1.
ignition primary
2.
ignition secondary

Indicate and-explain to the class the current movement in the
circuit of your choice.
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S

VICE_STATION ATTENDANT

CE
14.0

ENGINE THEORY AND DESIGN

Students will demonstrate knowledge of engine theory and design
as relating to the automotive service industry by
responding
to instructor devised test with a proficiency of 75%.

UTE
TIMION IMMURES

CE OBJECTIVES

14.0 Test
students understanding
-.stroke cycle engine

14.1

-indicated by cor-

attached.

In the apace provided, 1 st the four strokes
in the correct sequence.
1.
2.

naming 'the four strok
proficiency.

3.
4.

sketch the
ent will demonstrate
erstanding of valve actio
identifying position of
exhaust valves
relative to piston movement
proficiency.
th

14.2

Draw a Sketch indicating piston direction and
valve position for each of the four strokes.

list of engine dethe student will
dentify vehicle usage with

14.3

Select and underline the engine types used in
most american made automobiles.
1.
2.
3.
4.

,proficiency.

5.

6.
7.

student will demonstrate
knowledge of internal
dibustion engine by listing
he three basic operating
neceasities with I
roficiency.

14.4

v ve-in-head
V-8
"L" head
overhead cam
opposed
in-line
slant

There are 3 basic needs for the internal combustion
engine to operate. In the space provided below,
list each.
1.

2.

52

STATION ATTENDANT
ORNMICE

E

_144

EiGIETHE0RYiD DESIGN

,

n a list of it ms, the
nt wilI recognize and
_p item_as they pertain
o basic operating needs
proficiency.
-,with 8

14.5

Each of the following items can correctly be
placed into one of the three above,in the
space provided indicate in which group they
belong.

1 carburetor
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

53

head gasket
ruel pump
piston r
distributor
valve spr
fuel filter
coil
intake manifold
spark plug

-assi'ied vehcle, determine and check engine design and terms
_hat apply to this vehicle.

8 cylinder
6 cylinder
4 cylinder
4.

V block

5.

I block

6.

Slant block

7.

Valve-in-head

8.

1,head

9.

Flat head

10.

Opposed block

11.

Overhead cam

12.

900 engine
-60°-en

14.

45°

15.

4-Venturi

16

2-Venturi

17.

1-Venturi

e',18.

Exhaust headers

19.. Fuel injection
20.

4-stroke engin
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COURSE

SVWE _STATIQN ATTDANT

_INALyERFOKMANCE
TINE-UP ELECTRICAL

JECTIVE NO.

Upon completion of class instruction, demonstrations, discussions and
adequate shop application, 90% of the students will demonstrate knowledge
and skill in tune-.upprocedure and performance by correctly responding
to 75 of criteriaatast devised by the instructor.

INTERMEDIATE
PERFORMANCE OBJEC

The student will define the
2 circuits of the ignition

T

15.0
15.1

ION

Test attached.
A.

Define the te

" gnition primary".

system.

Define the term "ignition second

The student will indicate
knowledge of ignition circuits, by listing with
proficiency components of
the system.

15.2

A.

List the parts that make up the primary
ignition circuit.

List the parts that make up secondary
ignition circuit.

The student will demonstrate
knowledge of tune-up specifications end procedures by

correctresponse to

of atruefalse quiz

15.3

Answer true or
I.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

false

Point dwell can be determined by two
different methods.
Spark plug gap should always be adjust
with a wire gauge.
Point dwell and point gap are not the
same measurement.
The condenser housing must always be
grounded.
The coil must produce at least 40,000
volts to be considered good.
Ignition timing is always changed when
dwell is changed.

5
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15.0_

cont'd)

-IMMEDIATE
P3ORMANCE OBJECTIVES

NO._

15.3

CRITERION MEASURES
7.
8.

9.

10.

56

Ignition timing should always be
set with R.P.M. above 1,000
Defective spark plug cables can
be identified with the use of the
osciliscope.
The distributor automatic advance
vacuum hose should never be disconnected while setting initial
timing.
Most distributors use two different
methods of advancing the spark.

TPO 15.0

SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT

TUNE,UP E1ECTRICAL

On the assigned vehicle, perform the following:

engine to factory specifications.

Make out and complete work order showing:
a.
b.
c.

d.

make and model
present mileage
correct name of parts used
specifications used in all adjus

n s

COLTRSE

SERVICE STATION ATTEMANT

ION

of the students will demonstrate
on completion of carburetion unit,
their knowledge and skill by identifying parts and performing carburetor
service with a proficiency of 75% as rated by skill performance evaluation
sheet attached.

INT FRMEDIATE
PMFORMANCE 0 _ECTIV

CRITMION MASTIRES

16.0

See attached test.

.1

Given different atmospheric
pressure areas the student
will recognize their effect
on carburation with lOO
accuracy.

16.1

The air-fUel ratio for a vehicle is different
in Denver from that in Jacksonville. Explain
briefly why this is true.

.2

Given a list of true-false
questions the student will
indicate his knowledge of
a combustible mixture
75% accuracy in his answers.

16.2

Answer the following true-false statements rela
to a combustible mixture of fuel.
1. As a liquid gasoline burns slower.
2. Evaporation is a process desi ed
to take place in the combustion
chamber.

4.

Atomization is a process that is
designed to take place in the
Venturi.
A flooded engine is almost always
caused by over-evaporation of the
fuel.

In most engines the exhaust is
used to help evaporate the gas.

The student will list at lea
5 of the 7 circuits incorporated in the automotive
carburetor.

16.3

In the space provided, list the 7 circuits of
the automotive carburetor.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

COURSE

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO.
16,9

-ERVICE STATION ATTENDANT

coned)

TE
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

URETION

NO.

16.4

Given a list of engine
16.4
operating condition a
student will identify with
accuracy the carburetion
circuit directly affected.

16.5

16.5
Assigned a carburetor, the
student will adjust float
level to given specification
plus or minus one thirty
second of an inch.

CRITERION

In space provided, list the carburetion circuit
direction involved in the following operating
conditions.
1.
Top speed
2.
Idle
3.
Cruising
4.
Full throttle
5.
Cold engine
6.
Low speed
7.
Acceleration
B.
Slowing down
9.
Flooding
10.
Starting
Adjust float level to given specifications.

TPO 16.0

SERVICE STATION ATTNDANT

CARBURETION

Disassemble carburetor

2.

Clean car

e parts in exploded view

4.

Make necessary adjustments

5.

Reassemble carburetor

6.

Flow test carburetor
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NAL PERFORMANCE
_ECTIVE NO.

COOLING MTEM

Upon completion of instructions and shop practice,
of the students
will correctly diagnose and repair cooling system problem on given
vehicle scoring 75% on performance evaluation sheet attached.

INTERMEDIATE
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

7.1

Given a list of car makes,
the student will identify
with 100% accuracy types
of cooling systems used on
each.

_LITKRION

17.0

Test and evaluation sheet attached.

17.1

In the space provided, list the type of cooling
systems used on the following cars.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

17.2

Mustang_
Corvette
Beetle
Charger
Porsche

The student will tabulate
water boiling point at
various
pressures with a
--proficiency of 75

17.2

In space provided list the sealevel boiling
point of water in the radiator if the radiator
cap maintained the following pressure.
1.
5 pounds
2.
15 pounds
3.
8 pounds
0 pounds
4.
10 pounds
5.

Given a schematic drawing
a typical cooling uystem,
the student will identify and
list the components of the
system with 75% proficiency.
(copy attached)

17.3

Identify and list the parts of the cooling system
shown in drawing.

Given "Cool
stem P'ressur 17.4
Tester", the student will
perform pressure test on
assigned vehicle scoring at
least 90% on evaluation
sheet attached.

61

Pressure Test Cooling System on assigned vehicle
and report any problems identified.

COURSE

TERHINAL P
OBJECTIVE NO

CE
11.0!

RVICE STATION ATTEND

(cont'd)

11.0

NO.

17

The student will list from
memory at least 3 of the 5
basic reasons for overheating cooling aystems.

7.5

Sv

_

CRITERION MEASURES

List the 5 ba ic reasons for cooling system
overheating.
1.
2,

3.
4.
5.

62

_

TPO #17.0

Using the above schematic, identify and list the ten major parts and

areas that make up a typical liquidair automotive cooling system.

1.

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

TPO 17,0 - SERVICE STATION ATTDANT
COOLING SYSTEM

On assigned vehicle diagnose and correct over-heating caused by
loss of water. You will be evaluated by the skill performance
evaluation Sheet.

URSE

SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT

EXHAUST SERVICE
Upon completion of instruction, demonstrations and shop practice, 9
of the
students will correctly diagnose and correct exhaust leaks on given vehicle
and will achieve a proficiency level of 75 as determined by skill performance
evaluation sheet attached.

_

INTERMEDIATE
P-

1 1

ORMANCE OBJECTIV

The student will indicate
knowledge of removal of
rusted exhaust system parts
by listing five special tool
avRilable.

TERION

18.0

Test and evaluation sheet attached.

18.1

List no less than 5 special tools available
in the industry to simpli:- removal of rusted
and seized exhaust systems.
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

2

Given a schematic drawing of
a typical exhaust system,
the student will identify
all parts with 75% accuracy.
(schematic attached)

18.2

Identify and list all parts of exhaust system
shown.

65
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TPO 18.0

SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT

EXHAUST SERVICE

On assi -ed vehicle diagnose and correct e- aust leaks.

68

BRAKES

Lidents will demonstrate knowledge and skill in diagnosis and repairs
'automotive brake system by the performing of repairs to a given vehicle
of the students scoring 75 or better on attached skill performance
On sheet.

rvEs

CRITERION MEASURES_

19.0
19.1
The student will correctly
'respond to a list of questios
ating to basic hydraulic s
h a score of 75
:2 -Given a schematic drawing
of drum and disc brake
component parts, student
will correctly identifY 90%
of the parts by listing in

Test and rating sheet attached.
Test attached.

19.2

Identify the brake components on the schematic
(See attached drawing)
drawing assigned to you.

19.3.

List in the space provided at least 5 special
brake tools.

it iii

student will demonstra e
s understanding of special
:brake-tools by listimg in
writing five special brake
tools.

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

.4 Given a schematic dra
of a "tandum" master cylinde
the student will identi
and list component'parts
proficiency.
with 9

19-4

Given a master cylinder, the 19.5
student will disassemble, clean
ancLreassemble with a rating
of not less than 75% on
instructors rating sheet.

Identify and list c
schematic drawing.

ent- on the attached

Disassemble, clean and reassemble the master
cylinder assigned you.
See attached rating sheet.)

SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT

con_ d)

:Assigned=a mockup brake
backing plate and shoe
assembly, the student will
monstrate understanding
and skill by disassembling

19.6

Rating aheet attached. Disassemble and
reassemble the brake backing plate and shoe
assembly mockup assigned you.

AMMi reassembling with not
less than:151;0n instructor'
rating sheet.

7

The student will demonstrate 19.7
understanding of brake
problems iand diagnosis by
responding with 75%
proficiency to five brake
problems.

Solve the following brake problems:
1.

With light foot pressure brake pedal
gradually goes to floor but there is no
loss of fluid.
There is no air in system, and all
adjustments are correct, yet pedalgoes
to floor on first application, but full
on second.
All adjustments are correct by braki
pedal is spoungy and must be pumped to
get a good pedal.
Grinding sound is heard coming from one
wheel when brakes are applied.
Brake shoes are adjusted correctly yet
pedal builds up and brakes lock up after
vehicle has been driven and brakes are
heated up.

9.0

SERVIaE STATION ATTENDANT

On the asaigned vehicle recondition brakes on one wheel making all
inspections, operations and adjustments.
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20.0

Dik

6

1.P

±_,

:_;,

_n a random vehicle, students will demonstrate their underStanding of suspension
services as-eVidenced by 974 of students checking, evaluating and repairing
-,p.S4ircted in criterion test and achieving a proficiency of 75 on skill

Ceevaluation sheet.

IATE
CE OBJECTIVES

NO.

_ITERION

20.0 On assigned vehicle perform the following.
1.
Check and evaluate ball joint condition
using state inspection specifications as
your-guide.
2.
Replace rear shock absorbers rubber groninets.
Given a_ list
of makes_ of_
_
'automobiles, student will
.illecf the vehicles that
use',"Torsion Bar SusPension"
_with 1
accuracy.

20.1

e student will illustrate
erence-between coils and
ptical springs by drawing
etch of each.

20.2

student will indicate
s underptanding for shock
absorbers by recognizing
"obleths caused by bad shockE
75 on a criterior

From the following list of auto makes, select
and circle only those that use "Torsion Bar
Suspension".
1.
Plymouth
6.
Ford
2.
Mustang
Oldsmobile
7
3.
Buick
S.
Chrysler
Dodge
Pontiac
4.
9.
5.
Chevrolet
10.
Lincoln
Draw a sketch from membrY.
coil spring
eliptical spring

1.
2.

20.3

From the following conditions, select those that
could be a result of poor shock absorbers.
1.
poor gas mileage
2.
rough ride
3.
uneven tire wear
4. poor handling
5.
noise
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SERVI_ :STATION ATTENDANT

VEHICLE APPEARANCE

-

11 demonstrate knowledge and skill in vehicle appearance by performance
d polish on assigned vehicle and achieving a score of 75%; as determined
performance evaluation sheet.

IATE
CE OBJECTIVES

CRITERION NZASURES
21.01 Test and Sheet attached.

udent-will select from
-i'á11.St'of-materials, those

-het-are-suitable for
eaomotive paint care, with
80 accuracy.

student will demonstrate
knowledge of good auto
-elianing techniques by
responding correctly to
10 true-false questions.

21.1 .Ftom the following list of materials select and
underline only those suitable for cleaning the
paint surface of an automobile.
6.
1.
gasoline
scouring powder
2.
7.
paint remover
kerosene
S.
polish
3.
motor oil
9.
wax
soap powder
4.
sulpheric acid
5.
liquid soap
10.
21.2

Answer the following true-false.
The surface of an auto should always
1.
be rinsed before washing.
2.
Paint oxidation is usually the result
of poor paint care.
3.
The painted surface of an auto should
be wet when polish is applied.
A whisk broom is the best method of
4.
cleaning the interior rugs or mats
of an auto.
When removing a spot from the uphol5.
stery, only the spot itself should
be rubbed.
When 'polishing an auto, the polish
should never dry before it is wiped
off;

A car should always be polished in
bright warm sunlight.
Today's auto paint jobs have an additive that eliminates the need for ever
being polished.
It is an acceptable practice to clean
9.
wheels and tires with a bristle brush.
10. The main reason for drying off the
paint surface after a wash job is to
prevent rust.
7.

.=

TPO 21.0

SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT

VEHICLE APPKARANCE

Using assigned vehicle, recommended procedures and ma
wash exterior of car.

2.

Using assigned vehicle, recommended procedures
polish exterior of car and clean interior.
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A JERFORHANCE
FEC1-IVE NO.-

4,0 __

STATION HOUSEKEEPING

onooMpletion of instructions, demonstrations and observance, 9
of the
udenti:Will demonstrate their knowledge of good housekeeping and its bene a
responding correctly to 75% of criterion test devised by instructor.

INWAMEDIATE
TERION

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES
22.0

ASURES

Test attached.

22.1
The student will indicate
his understanding of good
house practices, by correctly
selecting 90% of a list of
jobs to be done.

Select and underline the jobs that are to be
done daily from the following list.
1.
clean driveway
2.
paint pump islands
3.
clean light fixtures
scrub down bays
4.
clean showrcom windows
5.
6.
clean bathrooms
7.
%mpty trash cans
8.
clean gas pumps
9.
dust showroom stock
10. drain air compressor

22.2
The student will list in
writing at least 5 benefits
to be realized by the station
operator as a result of good
housekeeping practice.

List 5 public relation benefits that will be
realized as a result of good housekeeping practices.
1.
2.

75

TPO 22.0 - SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT
'STATION HOUSEKEEPING

List 10 housekeeping duties common to the service station employme,
and how often they should be done.
ample:

Drain air compressor -

7

daily__
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23.0

MERCRkNIIISING

ppon'cOmpletion of instructions, demonstrations.and observation of industry
examOles4 .90% Cif the students will demonstrate their understanding for the
neSchfc*-and techniques of merchandising by scoring 75% on production of
project and written paragraph.
:asilined Merchandia_

INTERNED aTE
CRITERION MEASURES

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

_-of the students will lis
t least five benefits

23.0

Test and evaluation sheet attached.

23.1

List five benefits to be realized as a result
of good merchandis

reaUltingfrom effective

1.
2.

Merchandising.

3.

4.

The students will demOnstrat
their knowledge of item that
should be merchandised by
listing five items with 100%
proficiency.

23.2

List rive product items tha
merchandised.

you feel should be

1._

2.
4.
5.

Given a list of product item
students will indicate areas
that merchandising displays
would be most effective, as
evaluated by instructor for
effectiveness.

2
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Using the following list of products, indicate
area or areas where displays would be most effective.
1.
6.
auto polish
tires
2.
batteries
shock absorbers
7.
8.
crankcase additives
3.
motor oil
windshield wipers
9.
filters
4.
10.
vending machines
spark plugs
5.

TPO 23.0 - SERV CE STATIOMATTENIDANT

1.

Using assigned products develop a merchandising display.

2.

Write a brief paragraph of instruetton of how and where the display
will be located.

YOU WILL BE EVALUAWID Br:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Originality - 25%
Consumption of Space - 10%
Point of Contact - 25
Use of Other Materials - 15%
Effectiveness - 25%
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CE
24,0_

AIR CONDITION

onCompletion of instructions and being assigned a random vehicle,
lethe students will perform air condition unit evaluation and service,
Lchieving a score of 75% as determined by skill performance evaluation sheet.

CRITKRION HUMES

24.0

Test and evaluation sheet attached.

e,student will indicate hiE
oWledge of refrigerants by
Zing its'characteriso
tics with a proficiency of
75

24.1

Select and circle the number of the follo
statements that are true.

e student will demonstrate
s knowledge of safety
hazards involved by identifying.high and low pressure
areas of unit, on a schematic
proficiency
drawing with 10

24.2

ng

Fre-on 12 is a refrigerant that:
boils at temperatures below zero degrees
should never be exposed to open flame
pressure does not affect
as a liquid will damage any part of the
body it comes in contact with
as a gas is sightless and odorless
5.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Given a manifold gauge set and24.3
andom vehicle, the utudent
Will demonstrate with 1
accuracy gauge hook up.

Draw a schematic sketch of a simple air conditioner
and indicate the high and low pressure areas.

Using assigned vehicle and manifold gauge set
demonstrate proper gauge hook-up.

TPO 24.0

SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT

AIR CONDITIONING

On assigned vehicle perform the following:

1.

install manifold gauges

2,

determine state of charge and compressor operation

3.

evaluate if necessary

4.

add necessary refriger

5.

remove gauges and secure all connections
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